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“To be yourself is all that you can do.” The hard rock group Audioslave's catchy chorus to action 
might well have propagated individuality as a way of life, but it's a message that hasn't necessarily 
been reflected in a musical landscape heavily dependent on trends. For an industry in which 
achievement is directly proportional to record sales, the unwritten law might well proclaim - “Be 
yourself – as long as it's just like someone else who's been successful at this.” 
 
Every time a band 'clicks', the wheels of the big record companies quickly shift into a frenzied 
spin, with hapless A&R reps duly being dispatched near and far to milk the new hit sound of the 
moment. Leaving us with a deluge of identikit bands across all possible genres – the skinny jean 
brigade, the carefully cultivated 'messy' garage rockers, earnest emo bands who don't think twice 
about whining their hearts out, and other assorted monstrosities. 
 
Amidst the mountains of short-lived hype, there are a handful of artists who've staked their claim 
to greatness by staying true to their own sound and ethos. And they've done it with the most 
surprising of gimmicks – words, guitar chords... and the odd piano flourish. 
 
 
ROCKING IN THE FREE WORLD 
 
It's hard to imagine that an artist who first sprang to prominence in the 1960s, could remain just 
as potent and vital to this day. But then Neil Young has made a career out of defying the odds 
and turning prophecies on their head. In his various guises - as folk-rock troubadour, anguished 
protest singer, anointed Godfather of Grunge and architect of epic lead guitar journeys – the one 
constant has remained Young's integrity to his medium... and corresponding respect for his 
audiences. 
 

 



By eschewing the theatrics and limited vision of a number of his contemporaries - including 
Jagger, Tyler, et al, he's managed to set the template for building a legacy with grace. Resulting 
in a remarkable post-millennium renaissance filled with albums displaying a resurgent sound and 
live concerts matching the raw brilliance of his intense sonic journeys with Crazy Horse three 
decades ago. Truly, one for the ages. 
 
MAN OF GOLDEN WORDS 
 

 



Eddie Vedder wears the mantle of rock's chosen son with ease. But for a while back there in 
the 90s, 'ease' wasn't necessarily a word you would've associated with Vedder. As the ravaged 
frontman of rockers Pearl Jam, the famously reclusive singer instigated various battles such as 
the group's boycott of music videos, aversion for the mainstream press and head-on collision 
with ticketing monopoly Ticketmaster over unreasonably high concert ticket prices. 
 
But there's little doubt that it was this fierce sense of self that helped preserve the band's survival 
out of the explosive Seattle scene. As for Vedder himself, he seems to have sunk comfortably 
into the ragged beanbag peopled at various times by American storytelling greats such as Dylan, 
Cash and Springsteen. 
 

 
 
Whether he's raging against George Bush in impromptu protest concerts or bringing Sean 
Penn's 'Into the Wild' to life with a richly textured solo album, Vedder's deep baritone is a 
beacon of purity in a largely muddled artistic terrain. 
 
A FELINE FRIEND 
 
Should Cat Power be blamed for the plethora of sensitive singer-songwriter chanteuses plying 
their trade today, with often disastrous results? Perhaps. But then that shouldn't take away from 
the lady's own oeuvre – a mesmerizing bouquet of piano-laden harmonies and aching, sparse 
arrangements. 
 
A painfully shy live performer (she's been known to turn her back to audiences during her 
intimate gigs), Power's visible frailty masks a disarming clarity to the lyrical sojourns. Her 
haunting, kiss-me voice has lent itself to songs that straddle heartbreak, regret and longing with 
no concessions on the prettiness factor. A stirring sensibility from a rare performer. 



 
 
 
 
ONCE WE WERE KINGS 
 
Three glorious albums into their career, it's safe to assume that the Kings of Leon are the real 
deal. 
 
A raucous blend of southern rock riffs, boozy road tales and lovelorn lust, their hard-to-pin-
down sound is only exacerbated by lead vocalist Caleb Followill's sleepy-drawl vocal cadence. 
 
These three sons (and one nephew) of a preacher man can be raunchy without being sleazy, 
arrogant without being condescending. Not a bad trick to pull off. And all of which translates 
into one hell of a live show. 
 
Their songs could be wailing against women gone bad, showing the finger to rigid religious 
mores or espousing youth and young manhood in all its devil-may-care swagger. But one thing 
they never stop being is irresistible. 
 
It's scary to think how good this lot's going to be give or take a few years. 
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